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e structure and size effects on the
electrochemical capacitor behaviors of porous
carbon/quinone derivative hybrids†

Hiroyuki Itoi, *a Shuka Tazawa,a Hideyuki Hasegawa,a Yuichiro Tanabe,a

Hiroyuki Iwatab and Yoshimi Ohzawaa

We demonstrate the hybridization of a redox-active quinone derivative, 2,5-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone

(DCBQ), and porous carbons with different pore structures for aqueous electrochemical capacitor

electrodes. The hybridization is performed in the gas phase, which enables accurate porous carbon/

DCBQ weight ratios. This method is advantageous over conventional liquid phase adsorption, in terms of

facile optimization of the porous carbon/DCBQ weight ratio to obtain high-performance aqueous

electrochemical capacitor electrodes, dependent on the kind of porous carbons; moreover, complete

adsorption in the liquid phase cannot be achieved by the conventional liquid phase adsorption method.

Their electrochemical capacitor performances are evaluated using an aqueous 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte,

and the adsorbed DCBQ undergoes redox reactions inducing pseudocapacitance within the pores of

porous carbons. To study the effect of the pore size on the electrochemical capacitor behavior, two

kinds of activated carbon (AC) with different pore sizes are examined: the microporous AC and the AC

with both micro- and mesopores. Additionally, we examine ordered microporous carbon with a uniform

pore size of 1.2 nm and a three-dimensionally (3D) ordered and mutually connected pore structure. The

results reveal that mesopores facilitate proton conduction inside the DCBQ-constrained carbon pores,

whereas the 3D-ordered and mutually connected micropores balance high volumetric capacitance

enhancement with excellent rate capability. Such high proton conduction inside such constrained

spaces can be explained only by the Grotthuss mechanism.
Introduction

Carbon materials in the forms of graphite, carbon ber, acti-
vated carbon (AC), etc., have widely permeated our society, in
households and industry. They have conductive, chemically
stable, and strong but light properties, and their structural
diversity has facilitated their versatile applications. In addition
to conventional carbon materials, nanostructured carbon
materials such as fullerene,1 carbon nanotubes,2,3 and gra-
phene4 have been developed by many chemical and physical
scientists over the past decades. These nanostructured carbon
materials are characterized by multiple-dimensional ordered
structures; therefore, their structural accuracy has facilitated
the development of computational science and nanostructured
devices based on their theoretical and experimental results.5–7
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The advances in these nanostructured carbon materials have
facilitated the emergence of versatile nanostructured carbon
materials, and theoretical and analytical studies have been
further developed for adapting newmaterials. The development
of nanostructured carbon materials by many researchers is
ongoing; the hybridization of conventional carbon materials
with appropriate compounds could also afford additional and
unexpected properties.8–11 Among conventional carbon mate-
rials, AC has the greatest potential due to its low-cost, large
surface area, high electrical conductivity, and strong adsorption
capability. With these properties, AC functions as a host mate-
rial and hybridizes with numerous organic and inorganic guest
materials. Recently, we reported the hybridization of AC with
conductive polymers12,13 and redox-active organic
compounds,14,15 whereby they were introduced inside the AC
pores. Consequently, through the hybridization, a large contact
area between the guest materials and conductive carbon surface
with high dispersity was achieved. Redox-active organic
compounds and even conductive polymers have poor electrical
conductivity in comparison with those of carbon materials;
however, with this hybridization method, the rapid charge
transfer at the interface could be achieved, i.e., the guest
materials are, in appearance, furnished with electrical
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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conductivity. Moreover, this hybridization can be applied to not
only AC but also to other porous carbons. The rapid charge
transfer characteristics are advantageous for electrode mate-
rials with high power densities, and the hybrid materials exhibit
superior performance as electrochemical capacitor electrodes
compared to the case with nanostructured carbons. Organic
and inorganic materials have diverse properties, and their
hybridization with porous carbons is expected to result in
synergetic effects for various devices and applications.16,17

Although the properties of AC and other porous carbons have
mainly been characterized by their pore structures and sizes,
their effects on the performance of porous carbon/guest mate-
rial hybrids in devices have not been studied in detail.

Here, we investigate the electrochemical capacitor
behaviors of the hybrids of a redox-active organic compound,
2,5-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone (DCBQ), with a variety of
porous carbons: microporous AC, AC with micro- and mes-
opores, and ordered microporous carbon. DCBQ is a quinone
derivative and hydrophobic due to the present chlorine
atoms. Once DCBQ is adsorbed in porous carbons, the
porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids can be used as electrodes in
aqueous electrochemical capacitors through the DCBQ-
derived pseudocapacitance without dissolution of DCBQ in
the electrolyte solution.14 DCBQ is adsorbed in the gas phase
with accurate porous carbon/DCBQ weight ratios, which is
impossible for the conventional liquid phase adsorption
method due to the concomitant solvent molecule adsorption
and the impossibility of complete adsorption of the adsor-
bate in the liquid phase. With the ability to accurately control
the weight ratios, the optimization of the porous carbon/
DCBQ weight ratio for the high-performance electrodes in
electrochemical capacitors can be facilitated, depending on
the kind of porous carbons, because the weight ratio mainly
determines the performance of the resulting hybrids in
electrochemical capacitors.15 This method enables ne
dispersion of DCBQ in the pores of porous carbons and does
not require organic solvents, concomitant solvent removal,
and purication process (i.e., so-called solvent-free prepara-
tion). Counterions play an important role in redox reactions
since most redox-active materials are charged during the
redox reaction.15,18,19 In contrast, quinone derivatives main-
tain electroneutrality by protonation in proton acidic elec-
trolytes during the redox reaction, thereby becoming
hydroquinone derivatives. The size of DCBQ is �0.5 nm,
which is equivalent to the size of the micropore; however, the
adsorbed DCBQ can undergo a rapid redox reaction within
such constrained pore spaces. There are two possible mech-
anisms of proton conduction within such constrained pore
spaces: Grotthuss20,21 and vehicle mechanisms.22 These
mechanisms oen compete when applied together in cases
that cannot be explained only by one mechanism. The
correlation between the pore structures, pore sizes, and the
electrochemical capacitor performances of the porous
carbon/DCBQ hybrids are systematically discussed. Based on
the experimental results obtained in this study, it is
concluded that the proton conduction in such constrained
spaces can be explained only by the Grotthuss mechanism.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Experimental methods
Materials

Two kinds of commercial AC, MSP20N and MSC30 (mAC and
mmAC, respectively: Kansai Coke and Chemicals Co., Ltd) and
2,5-dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone (DCBQ: Tokyo Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd.) were used as received.

Synthesis

Zeolite templated carbon was synthesized using NaY zeolite (Si/
Al ¼ 5.5, FUJIFILMWako Pure Chemical Corp.) as the template,
according to the procedure reported elsewhere.23 Briey, a two-
step process for lling carbon into the zeolite pores was per-
formed using furfuryl alcohol (FA) and propylene as carbon
sources. FA was rst adsorbed in the zeolite in the liquid phase,
and the adsorbed FA was subjected to polymerization at 150 �C.
Subsequently, the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of
propylene was performed to ll the zeolite pores with carbon,
followed by heat treatment at 900 �C for carbonization. Finally,
the template zeolite was removed by washing with HF.

Adsorption of DCBQ was performed using a glass ampoule.14

Porous carbon was inserted into the ampoule and dried at
150 �C for 6 h under vacuum. The amount of dried porous
carbon was measured from the weight difference between the
empty ampoule and the ampoule containing the dried porous
carbon. DCBQ was precisely weighed to achieve an accurate
porous carbon/DCBQ weight ratio. The weighed DCBQ was
introduced into a small glass tube, and the tube was inserted
into the glass ampoule, aer which the ampoule was sealed
under vacuum and maintained at 100 �C for 24 h. The
completion of the adsorption was conrmed by the disappear-
ance of DCBQ in the glass tube. The hybrid saturated with
DCBQ was prepared using an excess amount of DCBQ, and the
saturation amount was calculated from the yield and the weight
of the dried porous carbon.

Analysis

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed using an XRD-6100
instrument (Shimadzu) with Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 1.5418 �A),
at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a current of 20 mA.
Raman spectra were collected using a Renishaw inVia Raman
microscope with a 532 nm laser line. Nitrogen adsorption/
desorption measurement was conducted with ASAP2020 at
�196 �C. Prior to the analysis, the porous carbons were dried at
150 �C for 6 h under vacuum. The porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids
were measured without drying to prevent the desorption of
DCBQ. The prepared hybrid was introduced into an analysis cell
under a nitrogen gas atmosphere. The Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller specic surface area (BET SSA) was calculated using the
adsorption isotherm at P/P0 ¼ 0.05–0.20. The BET SSAs of ZTC
and ZTC/DCBQ hybrids were calculated using the adsorption
isotherm at P/P0 ¼ 0.01–0.05 to prevent overestimation.23–25 The
total pore volume (Vtotal) was determined from the adsorption
amount at P/P0 ¼ 0.96. The micropore volume (Vmicro) was
estimated by the Dubinin-Radushkevich method. The meso-
pore volume (Vmeso) was calculated by subtracting the
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614 | 27603
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micropore volume from the total pore volume (Vmeso ¼ Vtotal �
Vmicro). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses were performed
with a JEM-2100Plus (JEOL) equipped with a Noran System 7
EDS system integrated with a scanning device comprising
bright-eld (BF) and annular dark-eld (ADF) detectors. The
accelerating voltage for TEM imaging was 200 kV. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was performed with
a Superscan SS-550 (Shimadzu) at an accelerating voltage of 15
kV.
Density measurement

The samples were mixed with binder (polytetrauoroethylene:
PTFE, DuPont) and carbon black (CB: DENKA BLACK Li, Denka
Company Ltd.) at a weight ratio of porous carbon (i.e., excluding
the DCBQ content), binder, and CB of 18 : 1 : 1. The mixture
was pressed into a pellet with a diameter of 13 mm under
precisely controlled conditions (30 MPa, 150 s) using a Compact
Table-Top Universal/Tensile Tester (EZ-LX, Shimadzu). The
weight and thickness were precisely measured using a micro-
balance (XPR2V, Mettler Toledo) and a micrometer (DIG-
IMICRO, MF-501, Nikon), respectively, from which the density
was determined. The theoretical densities (rtheo) were calcu-
lated using the experimental densities of the corresponding
porous carbons (rexPC) and the weight percent of DCBQ in the
hybrids (i.e., X), assuming that all the DCBQ molecules were
completely adsorbed in the porous carbon without expansion of
the porous carbon particles, according to the following
equation:13

rtheo ¼ rexPC

�
90

100� X
þ 0:1

�

Electrochemical measurement

A three-electrode cell was constructed for the electrochemical
measurement. All the electrochemical measurements were
performed with a potentiostat/galvanostat instrument (VMP3,
Bio-logic) at 25 �C. For the working electrode preparation, the
sample, PTFE, and CB were mixed in the same manner as
described above. The mixture containing 8.5 mg of porous
carbon was weighed and formed into a 12 � 12 mm sheet,
which was sandwiched with stainless steel mesh (100 mesh,
Nilaco) under the same condition described above. The counter
electrode was prepared from mmAC using the same procedure
as that used for the working electrode, except using 20 mg of the
mixture. The working and counter electrodes were immersed
into an aqueous 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution under vacuum
at room temperature for 10 min, and subsequently maintained
at 40 �C for 3 days. Ag/AgCl electrode with a saturated aqueous
KCl solution was used as a reference electrode. Cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) was conducted for four cycles, and the values for the
fourth cycle of the CV were plotted. Impedance analysis was
performed with a potential amplitude of 10 mV at the oxidation
peak potential and 0.5 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for the porous carbon/
DCBQ hybrids and porous carbons, respectively. The
27604 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614
galvanostatic charge/discharge analysis was conducted from
20 A g�1 to 50 mA g�1. The volumetric current (Iv) and volu-
metric capacitance (Cv) were calculated based on the volume,
inclusive of the porous carbon, DCBQ, CB, and binder, using
the following equation:

Iv ¼ Ig

�
900rex

1000� X

�

Cv ¼ Cg

�
900rex

1000� X

�

where, rex is the experimental electrode density; Ig and Cg, the
gravimetric current and the gravimetric capacitance, respec-
tively, calculated based on the mass inclusive of the weights of
porous carbon and DCBQ.13
Results and discussion

The pore structures of porous carbons affected the redox char-
acteristics of the redox-active materials adsorbed inside the
pores, and two kinds of KOH-activated carbon (AC): one with
micropores (mAC) and the other with micro- and mesopores
(mmAC), and zeolite-templated carbon (ZTC) were selected as
porous carbon substrates. Since the carbon structure of ZTC is
developed inside the three-dimensionally (3D) ordered and
mutually connected zeolite pores, the ZTC also has a 3D
graphene-based network with a uniform pore size of 1.2 nm.26

These three porous carbons were lled with 2,5-dichloro-1,4-
benzoquinone (DCBQ) in the gas phase. Unlike the conven-
tional liquid phase adsorption method, the gas phase adsorp-
tion method enables the precise control of the porous carbon/
DCBQ weight ratio. This method is called the solvent-free
preparation method, and it does not require organic solvents,
concomitant solvent removal, or purication of obtained
materials.

Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of the porous carbon/DCBQ
hybrids, together with the pristine porous carbons and DCBQ.
The hybrids prepared from mAC, mmAC, and ZTC are denoted
as mAC/DCBQ (X), mmAC/DCBQ (X), and ZTC/DCBQ (X),
respectively, where X represents the weight percent of DCBQ in
the hybrids. The hybrids, mAC/DCBQ (55.1%), mmAC/DCBQ
(71.2%), and ZTC/DCBQ (72.3%) are saturated with DCBQ,
which were prepared using an excess amount of DCBQ. As
discussed below, the saturation amounts depend on the total
pore volumes of the porous carbons. Once the saturation
amount is determined, further addition of DCBQ is unneces-
sary; therefore, this method minimally suppresses environ-
mental burdens. All the pristine porous carbons are
characterized by the absence of a carbon (002) diffraction peak
because both ACs are highly activated with KOH. Meanwhile,
the carbon framework of ZTC is developed only inside the
zeolite pores under precisely controlled synthetic conditions,
and such constrained zeolite spaces do not allow the stacking of
carbon, thus making the ZTC structure a graphene network.24,26

In addition, ZTC has a distinct peak at 6.3�, corresponding to
the (111) plane of NaY zeolite (Fig. 1c).27 The ne dispersion of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 1 XRD patterns of (a) mAC/DCBQ, (b) mmAC/DCBQ, and (c) ZTC/DCBQ hybrids. The XRD patterns of DCBQ and the corresponding porous
carbons are plotted together.

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of ZTC, ZTC/DCBQ (30%), and ZTC/DCBQ

Paper RSC Advances
DCBQ inside the pores of porous carbons can be conrmed by
the absence of the distinct peaks derived from DCBQ crystals.
Instead, the intensity of the broad peak at �25� increases with
increasing DCBQ contents in the hybrids. During gas phase
adsorption at the sublimation temperature of DCBQ, the DCBQ
molecules were vaporized and adsorbed in the pores of the
porous carbons without the deposition of the DCBQ crystals on
the particle surface of the porous carbons. The ne dispersion
was realized due to the strong adsorption capability of the
porous carbons and the relatively high vapor pressure of the
redox-active organic compounds. The broad peak in the XRD
patterns suggests that the DCBQ molecules were not supported
as a single molecule but dispersed as clusters consisting of
multiple DCBQ molecules. Since the clusters are restricted
within the nanosized constraints, the clusters cannot form
a sufficiently crystalline structure16 for displaying distinct peaks
in their XRD patterns. Moreover, this is supported by the results
of their electrochemical behavior (vide infra). The distinct peak
of ZTC indicates the trend of decreasing intensity with
increasing DCBQ content, and the patterns of the ZTC/DCBQ
hybrids with DCBQ content of more than 50 wt% no longer
show the distinct peak (Fig. 1c). The absence of the distinct peak
in the XRD patterns does not indicate any structural collapse of
ZTC by the adsorption of DCBQ molecules.

Raman spectroscopy analysis can conrm that there is no
change in the graphene-based network structure of ZTC upon
the adsorption of DCBQ. Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of
ZTC, ZTC/DCBQ (30%), and ZTC/DCBQ (60%), and they exhibit
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
almost the same spectra with the same ratio of D and G band
intensities, indicating that the graphene-based network struc-
ture of ZTC is retained aer the adsorption of DCBQ. The
graphene-based framework of ZTC is curved and does not have
any stack of graphenes;26 such structural morphology affords
ZTC with an elastic property. We have reported the reversible
pore size control of ZTC by mechanical pressure without the
structural collapse of the ZTC framework.28 As discussed below,
the ZTC frameworks of ZTC/DCBQ (50%) and ZTC/DCBQ (60%)
were contracted by the adsorbed DCBQmolecules; however, the
(60%).

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614 | 27605
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Raman spectra show that the adsorption of DCBQ in ZTC is not
accompanied by any structural collapse of the ZTC framework.

The nitrogen adsorption and desorption measurement
revealed decreasing surface areas and pore volumes of the
hybrids with increasing DCBQ content (Fig. 3 and Table 1).
Fig. 3a–c show the nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of
the mAC/DCBQ, mmAC/DCBQ, and ZTC/DCBQ hybrids,
respectively, together with that of the pristine porous carbons.
In addition, the pore size distributions (PSDs) of the corre-
sponding samples are plotted in Fig. 3d–f. The nitrogen
adsorption/desorption isotherms of the pristine porous carbons
show steep uptake derived from micropore lling in the low
relative pressure region below P/P0 z 0.1. In addition, mmAC
shows moderate nitrogen adsorption up to P/P0 z 0.3 (Fig. 3b),
indicating that mmAC possesses both micro- and mesopores.
The mAC/DCBQ and ZTC/DCBQ hybrids show decreasing
micropore lling with increasing DCBQ content (Fig. 3a and c),
and consequently, their surface areas and micropore volumes
decrease with increasing DCBQ content (Table 1, Fig. 3d and f).
For the mmAC/DCBQ hybrids, both micro- and mesopores were
lled with adsorbed DCBQ, irrespective of the DCBQ content,
which is clearly conrmed by their adsorption/desorption
isotherms and PSDs (Fig. 3b and e). Recently, we reported
a similar concerted micro- and mesopore lling process of
porous carbon black, which had both micro- and mesopores
(<ca. 20 nm).14 The hybrids saturated with DCBQ no longer have
any surface area and pore volume, and the saturation amounts
of DCBQ per unit mass of the porous carbons are in propor-
tional to their total pore volumes (Fig. S1†). However, the
decrease in the surface area by the same adsorption amount of
DCBQ differs depending on the kind of the porous carbons. For
example, ZTC has a larger surface area than mmAC; however,
Fig. 3 Results of nitrogen adsorption/desorption measurements for p
isotherms for (a) mAC/DCBQ, (b) mmAC/DCBQ, and (c) ZTC/DCBQ hybri
hybrids. The results of the corresponding porous carbons are plotted to

27606 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614
the ZTC/DCBQ hybrids exhibit a larger decrease in the surface
area compared to the case with the mmAC/DCBQ hybrids at the
same adsorption amount. This result suggests that the ZTC/
DCBQ hybrids should have pores with sizes less than that of
a N2 molecule, which is the probe gas of the gas adsorption/
desorption measurement performed in this study. The differ-
ence in the pore structures and sizes geometrically affects the
molecular packing inside the pores. These small pores play an
important role in the redox reaction of DCBQ, depending on the
kind of pore structures (vide infra).

The morphologies of the porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids
were conrmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Fig. 4a–f show the SEM images of the pristine porous carbons
and the hybrids saturated with DCBQ. As was indicated by the
results of the XRD analysis, even the hybrids saturated with
DCBQ did not change in the morphology compared to those of
the pristine porous carbons because DCBQ exists inside the
pores of porous carbon particles. The hybrids also could not be
differentiated from the pristine porous carbons by trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) because DCBQ consists of
light elements and exists inside the AC particles.14 Fig. 4g–j
show the TEM images of mmAC and mmAC/DCBQ (60%).
Although the mass of DCBQ in mmAC/DCBQ (60%) per gram
of AC is as much as 1.5 g, there is no difference in their TEM
images. However, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
analysis revealed the dispersion of DCBQ molecules over the
whole porous carbon particles (Fig. 4k). Previously, we
demonstrated the density measurement of porous carbon/
organic compound hybrids.15 In addition to the results of the
XRD analysis, the comparison between the experimental and
theoretical electrode densities further conrms that there are
negligible adsorbate molecules on the particle surface of the
orous carbon/DCBQ hybrids. (a–c) Nitrogen adsorption/desorption
ds. (d–f) PSDs for (d) mAC/DCBQ, (e) mmAC/DCBQ, and (f) ZTC/DCBQ
gether.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 BET SSAs and pore volumes of porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids, shown alongside the corresponding porous carbons

DCBQ
(wt%)

mAC mmAC ZTC

SBET
a

(m2 g�1)
Vtotal

b

(cm3 g�1)
Vmicro

c

(cm3 g�1)
Vmeso

d

(cm3 g�1)
SBET

a

(m2 g�1)
Vtotal

b

(cm3 g�1)
Vmicro

c

(cm3 g�1)
Vmeso

d

(cm3 g�1)
SBET

a

(m2 g�1)
Vtotal

b

(cm3 g�1)
Vmicro

c

(cm3 g�1)
Vmeso

d

(cm3 g�1)

0e 1980 0.89 0.84 0.05 3160 1.59 0.99 0.60 3730 1.68 1.57 0.11
10
20 1170 0.54 0.49 0.05
30 620 0.27 0.25 0.02 1800 0.91 0.54 0.37 1620 0.71 0.68 0.03
40 320 0.14 0.13 0.01
50 89 0.04 0.04 0.00 760 0.40 0.22 0.18 440 0.21 0.18 0.02
60 120 0.07 0.04 0.03 14 0.01 0.01 0.00
Sat.f �0 — — — �0 — — — �0 — — —

a BET SSAs. b Total pore volumes estimated from the adsorbed nitrogen amount at P/P0 ¼ 0.96. c Micropore volumes calculated using the DR
method. d Mesopore volumes calculated from Vmeso ¼ Vtotal � Vmicro.

e The BET SSAs and pore volumes in the line are the values of the
corresponding pristine porous carbons. f Saturation value: 55.1, 71.2, and 72.3 wt% for mAC, mmAC, and ZTC, respectively.

Fig. 4 Morphologies of the pristine porous carbons and porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids. (a–f) SEM images of (a) mAC, (b) mAC/DCBQ (55.1%), (c)
mmAC, (d) mmAC/DCBQ (71.2%), (e) ZTC, and (f) ZTC/DCBQ (72.3%). (g–j) TEM images of (g and h) mmAC and (i and j) mmAC/DCBQ (60%). (k)
STEM image and EDS spectra of mmAC/DCBQ (60%). All the scale bars in panel (k) are 200 nm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614 | 27607
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porous carbons. For the electrochemical measurement, elec-
trodes are prepared by mixing them with the binder and
carbon black (CB), followed by pressing using stainless steel
mesh under precisely controlled conditions. Similarly, the
mixture of the sample, binder, and CB is pressed into a pellet
under the same condition to measure the electrode densities
(for details, see the Experimental section). The theoretical
electrode densities can be calculated using the experimental
electrode densities of the pristine porous carbons, based on
the assumption that all the adsorbate molecules are
completely adsorbed in the pores of the porous carbons.13 The
experimental and theoretical electrode densities are summa-
rized in Table 2. If the DCBQ molecules are stacked on the
particle surface of the porous carbons without adsorption, the
experimental electrode densities should be lower than the
theoretical values due to the expansion of the electrode. For
the mAC/DCBQ and mmAC/DCBQ hybrids, the experimental
electrode densities of the samples are nearly equal to or
slightly higher than the theoretical values with differences
below 6%. This result conrms that there is a negligible
amount of the DCBQ molecules on the particle surface of the
porous carbons. Meanwhile, the experimental electrode
densities of the ZTC/DCBQ hybrids are in good agreement with
the theoretical values with the exception of those of ZTC/DCBQ
(50%) and ZTC/DCBQ (60%), which show higher experimental
electrode densities with differences of �13%. Their relatively
high electrode densities are probably explained by the elastic
properties of ZTC (vide supra),28 i.e., the ZTC particles con-
tracted upon the adsorption of DCBQ. The adsorption-induced
deformation (contraction and swelling) of the porous mate-
rials has been experimentally and theoretically demonstrated
for zeolite, AC, and other porous carbons.29–33 Despite using
the same porous material, contraction and swelling are
observed depending on the temperature, the amount of
adsorption, and the kind of adsorbates. A detailed study of the
adsorption-induced deformation of the ZTC particles is out of
the scope of this study. However, it is not strange that the
reversible pore size control characteristic of ZTC leads to the
adsorption-induced contraction of the ZTC particles without
any collapse of the graphene-based framework of ZTC, as
shown in the Raman spectra of ZTC and the ZTC/DCBQ
hybrids (Fig. 2).
Table 2 Experimental and theoretical electrode densities of the sample

DCBQ (wt%)

mAC mmAC

rex
a (g cm�3) rtheo

b (g cm�3) rex
a (g cm

0 0.49 — 0.33
10
20 0.61 0.60
30 0.68 0.68 0.45
40 0.78 0.79
50 0.96 0.93 0.62
60 0.77
Sat.c 1.09 1.03 1.06

a Experimental electrode density. b Theoretical electrode density (rtheo ¼ r
mAC, mmAC, and ZTC, respectively.

27608 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614
Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the electrodes prepared from
the pristine porous carbon (Fig. 5a) and the porous carbon/
DCBQ hybrids (Fig. 5b–d) by mixing with the binder and CB
at a weight ratio of porous carbon (i.e., excluding the DCBQ
content), binder, and CB of 18 : 1 : 1. The gures of the porous
carbon/DCBQ hybrids are based on the assumption that all
DCBQ molecules are completely adsorbed in the porous carbon
without change in the electrode volume. The density of the
electrode proportionally increases with the mass of the DCBQ
per unit volume of the electrode or per unit mass of the porous
carbon because the number and the mass of the porous carbon
particles per unit volume are constant, i.e., the correlation
coefficient of the mass of DCBQ per unit volume of the electrode
is the same as that per unit mass of the porous carbon. Note
that the weight percent of DCBQ in the hybrid has a different
importance from that of the mass of DCBQ per unit volume of
the electrodes, depending on whether the gravimetric or volu-
metric capacitance is discussed. For example, themass of DCBQ
per 1 g of the porous carbon is 0.25, 1.0, and 1.5 g for mmAC/
DCBQ (20%), mmAC/DCBQ (50%), and mmAC/DCBQ (60%),
respectively (Fig. 5b–d). Therefore, if their volumetric capaci-
tances proportionally increase with the mass of DCBQ per unit
volume of the electrode, the ratio of their volumetric capaci-
tance enhancement would be 1 : 4 : 6; however, the total
capacitance depends on the sum of the DCBQ-derived pseudo-
capacitance and the electric double-layer capacitance. In terms
of the practical use of energy storage devices, the volumetric
capacitance is more important than the gravimetric one, and
the above theory helps to discuss the effect of the DCBQ content
in the hybrids on the volumetric capacitance enhancement.

All electrochemical measurements were performed at 25 �C
using an aqueous 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte in a potential range of
�0.1 to 0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Fig. 6 summarizes the results of
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge/discharge
(GC) measurements. Note that the current in Fig. 6a–c and
the capacitance in Fig. 6g–i are plotted as the values per unit
electrode volume inclusive of CB and binder (i.e., volumetric
current (Iv) and volumetric capacitance (Cv)), which were
calculated using the experimental electrode densities (for
details, see the Experimental section).13 Iv and Cv show the
different tendencies from those per unit mass of the active
materials (i.e., gravimetric current (Ig) and gravimetric
s

ZTC

�3) rtheo
b (g cm�3) rex

a (g cm�3) rtheo
b (g cm�3)

— 0.23 —
0.29 0.28

0.45 0.37 0.35

0.62 0.54 0.48
0.77 0.65 0.59
1.06 0.85 0.84

ex
PC (90/(100 � X) + 0.1)). c Saturation value: 55.1, 71.2, and 72.3 wt% for
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Fig. 5 Schematic of the electrodes of (a) mmAC, (b) mmAC/DCBQ (20%), (c) mmAC/DCBQ (50%), and (d) mmAC/DCBQ (60%). The volumes of
all the electrodes in (a–d) are the same, irrespective of the amount of DCBQ in the samples.

Fig. 6 Results of electrochemical behaviors of porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids and pristine porous carbons. (a–c) Cyclic voltammograms of (a)
mAC/DCBQ, (b) mmAC/DCBQ, and (c) ZTC/DCBQ hybrids, measured at a sweep rate of 1 mV s�1. The 4th cycle is plotted for each sample. (d–f)
Charge/discharge curves of (d) mAC/DCBQ (30%), (e) mmAC/DCBQ (50%), and (f) ZTC/DCBQ (60%). (g–i) Dependence of the volumetric
capacitances on the current densities for (g) mAC/DCBQ, (h) mmAC/DCBQ, and (i) ZTC/DCBQ hybrids. All measurements were performed in
a potential range of�0.1 to 0.8 V. The currents and capacitances are the values per the electrode volume inclusive of porous carbon, DCBQ, CB,
and binder. The second measurements of mmAC/DCBQ (71.2%) and mmAC/DCBQ (72.3%) in (h and i) were performed a week after the first
measurement.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614 | 27609
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Table 3 Utilization ratios of DCBQ in porous carbon/DCBQ hybridsa

DCBQ (wt%) mAC mmAC ZTC

10 47
20 39
30 41 50 44
40 27
50 2 44 40
60 34 40
Sat.b — �1 �1

a Calculated from the voltammograms measured at 1 mV s�1 in 1 M
H2SO4 considering the two electron redox reaction per one DCBQ
molecule. b Saturation value: 55.1, 71.2, and 72.3 wt% for mAC,
mmAC, and ZTC, respectively.
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capacitance (Cg)), depending on the weight percent of DCBQ in
the hybrids (Fig. S2†). The voltammograms of the porous
carbon/DCBQ hybrids are characterized by a reversible distinct
peak couple. The reversible peak is attributed to the reversible
redox reaction of DCBQ occurring within the pores of the
porous carbons. In contrast, the pristine DCBQ does not show
any redox characteristics due to its insoluble nature in aqueous
electrolytes and poor electrical conductivity (Fig. S3†), which
validates the present hybridization method using porous
carbons. The area of the voltammograms in Fig. 6a–c propor-
tionally correlates to the volumetric capacitance, and many
porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids clearly show the volumetric
capacitance enhancement by the DCBQ-derived pseudocapaci-
tance. However, some hybrids have detrimental effects on the
volumetric capacitance enhancement by DCBQ adsorption,
particularly for the hybrids saturated with DCBQ. The optimi-
zation of the capacitances by the DCBQ content depends on the
kind of porous carbons and can be affected by their pore
structures, sizes, and volumes. The pore volume of the porous
carbon correlates with the saturation amount (vide supra) and is
clearly related to the volumetric capacitance enhancement
(Fig. 6g–i). The pore size effect on the electrochemical behavior
of the hybrids can be discussed by comparing the results of the
mAC/DCBQ and mmAC/DCBQ hybrids (vide infra). The vol-
tammograms of mAC and mmAC show a constant current (i.e.,
a rectangular shape), typical of electric double-layer behavior
(Fig. 6a and b). The current between �0.05 and 0.1 V observed
for the mAC/DCBQ andmmAC/DCBQ hybrids are constant, and
therefore, can be attributed to the double-layer-derived current.
The constant current decreases with increasing DCBQ content
(Fig. 6a and b, inset), because the adsorbed DCBQ molecules
hamper the electric double-layer formation within the AC pores.
On the other hand, the current between 0.1 and 0.8 V is the sum
of the electric double-layer- and DCBQ-derived currents. Both
currents can be resolved into individual currents (Fig. S4a†),
because the electric double-layer current of mAC and mmAC is
basically constant over the whole potential range (Fig. 6a and b).
We have reported that not all the DCBQ molecules adsorbed in
the porous carbons contribute to the pseudocapacitance,14

probably due to the formation of the clusters, as discussed
above. The utilization ratios of DCBQ in the porous carbon/
DCBQ hybrids should be affected by the pore structure and
the pore size of the porous carbons, in addition to the
remaining pore volume of the porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids.
The utilization ratio was calculated from the weight percent of
DCBQ in the hybrids by integrating the DCBQ-derived current
(Fig. S4†). This estimation can be enabled by accurate porous
carbon/DCBQ weight ratios achieved via solvent-free prepara-
tion. Table 3 summarizes the utilization ratios of DCBQ in the
hybrids. A clear distinction in the results between the mAC/
DCBQ and mmAC/DCBQ hybrids is that the utilization ratio
of DCBQ for the mAC/DCBQ hybrids decreases with relatively
small DCBQ contents. This is explained by the mesopore effect
on the proton conduction (vide infra).

Unlike the case with the pristine mAC and mmAC, the
pristine ZTC shows a broad redox peak in its voltammogram
(Fig. 6c and S2c†). Since ZTC is subjected to electrochemical
27610 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614
oxidation due to its nanosized graphene structure, a large
number of quinone groups are introduced in the edge sites of
the pristine ZTC during the 1st CV cycle (Fig. S5a†).34 The
current in the voltammograms of the ZTC/DCBQ hybrids is the
sum of the DCBQ- and quinone-derived currents, together with
the electric double-layer current. However, the current derived
from the quinone groups decreases with increasing DCBQ
content (Fig. 6c and S2c†), because the electrochemical oxida-
tion of ZTC is suppressed by adsorbed DCBQ, which is strongly
supported by the decrease in the oxidation current at the 1st
cycle for the ZTC/DCBQ hybrids (Fig. S5b†). This is probably due
to the lower charge transfer resistance of the DCBQ adsorbed
inside the AC pores compared to the oxidation resistance of
ZTC. The results of the impedance analysis support this idea
with the fact that the charge transfer resistances of the ZTC/
DCBQ hybrids are not so high in comparison with that of
ZTC, despite the substantial contribution from DCBQ-derived
pseudocapacitance (Fig. S6†). Instead of the decrease in the
quinone-derived current, the DCBQ-derived current increases
with the DCBQ contents, except for ZTC/DCBQ (72.3%).
Although the surface area of mAC/DCBQ (50%) is comparable to
that of mmAC/DCBQ (60%) and larger than that of ZTC/DCBQ
(60%), the utilization ratio of DCBQ for mAC/DCBQ (50%) is
much lower than those of the other two hybrids. Furthermore,
the utilization ratio of ZTC/DCBQ (60%) is higher than that of
mmAC/DCBQ (60%), despite the lower surface area and pore
volume of ZTC/DCBQ (60%) compared to those of mmAC/DCBQ
(60%). The redox reaction of DCBQ requires not only the contact
with the conductive carbon surface but also the proton
conduction within the DCBQ-constrained pores because
protons are involved in the redox reaction of DCBQ. Even if the
surface areas of mmAC/DCBQ (60%) and ZTC/DCBQ (60%) are
much lower than those of mmAC and ZTC, their pore structures
are retained, as conrmed by the Raman spectroscopy results
(Fig. 2); a large contact area between the DCBQ molecules and
conductive carbon surfaces should be also retained. With these
results, it can be concluded that mesopores with sizes less than
4 nm or 3D-ordered andmutually connected pores with a size of
only 1.2 nm facilitate the proton conduction within the DCBQ-
constrained pores, thus increasing the utilization ratio of the
adsorbed DCBQ. Although all the voltammograms are obtained
at a relatively low sweep rate of 1 mV s�1, their charge/discharge
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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characteristics exhibit marked differences at high charge/
discharge rates, which is discussed in the following section.

The effects of the pore sizes and the structures of porous
carbons on the charge/discharge characteristics of the hybrids
can be discussed by comparing the results of the GC analysis for
each hybrid. Fig. 6d–f show the galvanostatic charge/discharge
curves of mAC/DCBQ (30%), mmAC/DCBQ (50%), and ZTC/
DCBQ (60%), respectively, which exhibited the best electro-
chemical capacitor performance among the hybrids prepared
from the corresponding porous carbons. The galvanostatic
charge/discharge curves show a plateau at ca. 0.4–0.6 V, char-
acteristic of the redox behavior of DCBQ, and exhibit
a symmetrical prole in the low current density region
(<1 A g�1). Meanwhile, the deviation from the symmetrical
prole is observed in the high current density region (>1 A g�1).
The volumetric capacitances of the mAC/DCBQ hybrids are
enhanced in the low current density region with the exception
of mAC/DCBQ (50%) and mAC/DCBQ (55.1%) (Fig. 6g). The
electric double-layer formation within the pores of the porous
carbons is disturbed by the adsorbed DCBQ molecules; conse-
quently, DCBQ-derived pseudocapacitance is induced within
the pores, i.e., the electric double-layer capacitance is
substituted by the DCBQ-derived pseudocapacitance. The fact
that the volumetric capacitance is enhanced by adsorbed DCBQ
molecules suggests that the DCBQ-derived pseudocapacitance
is superior to the electric double-layer capacitance in terms of
volumetric capacitance enhancement because both capaci-
tances are induced within the pores. The volumetric capaci-
tance reaches the maximum for mAC/DCBQ (30%) among all
the mAC/DCBQ hybrids, although it decreases with additional
DCBQ content. This result suggests that the proton conduction
is disturbed within DCBQ-constrained micropore spaces by
additional DCBQ adsorption. The inferior rate capability (i.e.,
capacitance retention) of the mAC/DCBQ hybrids is explained
by the same reason. The capacitance retentions at 10 A g�1 in
comparison with the capacitances at 50 mA g�1 are summarized
in Table 4. The rate capabilities of all the mAC/DCBQ hybrids
are lower than that of mAC; mAC/DCBQ (50%) and mAC/DCBQ
(55.1%) no longer exhibit volumetric capacitances over the
whole current density region (Fig. 6g). On the other hand, the
mmAC/DCBQ hybrids clearly exhibit higher volumetric
Table 4 Capacitance retentions at 10 A g�1 in comparison with the
capacitance at 50 mA g�1

DCBQ (wt%) mAC mmAC ZTC

0 31 38 48
10 51
20 11
30 19 59 73
40 14
50 4 56 72
60 23 60
Sat.a 5 <1 (<1)b <1 (<1)b

a Saturation value: 55.1, 71.2, and 72.3 wt% for mAC, mmAC, and ZTC,
respectively. b The values in the parentheses are the results of the
second measurement.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
capacitance enhancement than the mAC/DCBQ hybrids owing
to DCBQ adsorption (Fig. 6h). Notably, the rate capabilities and
volumetric capacitances of mmAC/DCBQ (30%) and mmAC/
DCBQ (50%) are much higher than those of mmAC. Gener-
ally, for the electrodes of electric double-layer capacitors
(EDLCs), mesopores facilitate ion diffusion within the pores
and thus enhance rate capability,35,36 and a large surface area
leads to a high capacitance.37,38 In contrast to the electric
double-layer capacitance, it is also recognized that charge
transfer reactions proceed relatively slowly in comparison with
the electric double-layer formation.39,40 The superior rate capa-
bilities of mmAC/DCBQ (30%) and mmAC/DCBQ (50%)
compared with that of mmAC suggest that the redox reaction of
DCBQ proceeds more rapidly than the electric double-layer
formation even within the mesopores.14 Such a rapid charge
transfer can be realized by ne dispersion of DCBQ and the
resulting large contact area between the DCBQ molecules and
conductive carbon surfaces, together with the mesopores of
mmAC.12,13,15 Conversely, a poor rate capability is observed for
mmAC/DCBQ (60%), whereas further volumetric capacitance
enhancement is observed in the low current density region
(�1000 mA g�1). Moreover, the volumetric capacitance of
mmAC/DCBQ (71.2%) is negligible over the whole current
density region. This tendency implies that a certain pore volume
is necessary to realize proton conduction within the DCBQ-
constrained mesopores.

Although both mAC and ZTC are microporous carbons, the
ZTC/DCBQ hybrids show excellent rate capabilities up to
a DCBQ content of 60% (Fig. 6i), irrespective of the small
micropore size of ZTC (i.e., 1.2 nm). The surface area of ZTC/
DCBQ (60%) is merely 14 m2 g�1, which is lower than that of
mmAC/DCBQ (60%) (120 m2 g�1). Nevertheless, ZTC/DCBQ
(60%) balances high volumetric capacitance and rate capa-
bility in comparison with the other samples. The compatibility
of the excellent rate capability and high volumetric capacitance
enhancement for ZTC/DCBQ (60%) is realized by 3D-ordered
and mutually connected pore structures, despite having
a pore size of only 1.2 nm. Such rapid proton conduction within
the mostly lled but 3D-mutually connected micropores of ZTC/
DCBQ (60%) can be explained by the Grotthuss mechanism and
not the vehicle mechanism.41 In general, the ion conductivity of
the proton is an order of magnitude higher than that of many
other ions;42 however, discontinuous pores hinder the proton
conduction based on both the Grotthuss and vehicle mecha-
nisms. Accordingly, mmAC/DCBQ (60%) shows a lower rate
capability than that of ZTC/DCBQ (60%) despite the little
surface area of ZTC/DCBQ (60%) because mmAC also has
a discontinuous pore structure. Meanwhile, the pore structure
of mAC is also discontinuous and mAC does not have meso-
pores; the proton conduction of the mAC/DCBQ hybrids is
further disturbed within the DCBQ-constrained micropores.

At this stage, it is still uncertain whether the electrolyte
solution is impregnated into such constrained pore spaces of
ZTC/DCBQ (60%) or not. For the electrochemical measurement,
electrodes were immersed into the electrolyte solution under
vacuum for 10 min and le for more three days at 40 �C to
exclude the effect of the inadequacy of electrolyte impregnation
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614 | 27611



Fig. 7 Capacitance dependence of mmAC/DCBQ (50%) on the cycle
number measured using a symmetrical two-electrode cell at a current
density of 1 A g�1 with a cell voltage from 0 to 0.8 V. (a) Gravimetric and
volumetric capacitance dependences on the cycle number. (b)
Dependences of capacitance retention and coulombic efficiency on
the cycle number.
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on the electrochemical capacitor performance. Aerward, we
examined the effect of the degree of electrolyte impregnation on
their electrochemical performance by changing the impregna-
tion condition. As an additional experiment, we analyzed ZTC/
DCBQ (60%) by CV immediately aer the immersion of the
electrode into the electrolyte solution, i.e., without vacuuming
and the impregnation at 40 �C (Fig. S7†). During the 1st cycle,
the current in the voltammogram was lower than that of the
ZTC/DCBQ (60%) fully impregnated with the electrolyte
(Fig. S2c†). However, unexpectedly, the current quickly
increased and reached the same value at the 4th cycle as that of
the fully impregnated ZTC/DCBQ (60%). The electrolyte
impregnation may be accelerated by the electric eld during the
CVmeasurement, but this result conrmed the impregnation of
the electrolyte solution even for ZTC/DCBQ (60%). In addition,
the impregnated electrolyte solution, of which amount must be
negligible considering the remaining pore volume of ZTC/
DCBQ (60%), plays an important role in the rapid redox reac-
tion of DCBQ and the proton conduction within the mostly
lled micropores.

Since ZTC/DCBQ (72.3%) and mmAC/DCBQ (71.2%) have
little surface area (Table 1), their capacitances are much lower
than those of the other ZTC/DCBQ and mmAC/DCBQ hybrids
(Fig. 6h and i). However, in the low current density region, ZTC/
DCBQ (72.3%) shows certain capacitances. Aer their electro-
chemical measurement, both cells were kept at 25 �C for a week
and then measured again to examine the change in electrolyte
impregnation. Consequently, the capacitances of ZTC/DCBQ
(72.3%) at current densities less than 1 A g�1 were markedly
enhanced, while the capacitances of mmAC/DCBQ (71.2%) did
not increase. This result evidenced that the remaining pores
less than a N2 molecule exist in ZTC/DCBQ (72.3%), and 3D-
ordered and mutually connected pores accelerate the impreg-
nation of the electrolyte solution even in the saturated micro-
pores, whereas the proton conduction is hampered by
saturating DCBQ molecules at high charge/discharge rates.

Lastly, we examined the cycle lifetimes of mmAC/DCBQ
(50%), which can be prepared from conventional AC with
micro- and mesopores and balanced high volumetric capaci-
tances with excellent rate capabilities. The cycle test was per-
formed by GC measurement at a current density of 1 A g�1 with
a cell voltage from 0 to 0.8 V using a symmetrical two-electrode
cell. Note that a current density of 1 A g�1 for a two-electrode cell
corresponds to one of 2 A g�1 for a three-electrode cell. As
shown in Fig. 7a, mmAC/DCBQ (50%) well retains a capacitance
over the cycles, and the color of the electrolyte solution did not
change throughout the measurements, indicating the absence
of the desorption or decomposition of the adsorbed DCBQ.
Excellent cycle lifetimes of 84%with a high coulombic efficiency
above 99% were achieved for mmAC/DCBQ (50%) aer the
10 000th cycle (Fig. 7b). The reason for the long cycle lifetimes is
attributed to the electroneutrality of DCBQ by protonation upon
the reduction of DCBQ. If DCBQ did not undergo the proton-
ation, DCBQ would be negatively charged aer the reduction,
and therefore, be pulled to the oppositely (i.e., positively)
charged counter electrode, resulting in the desorption into the
electrolyte solution (Fig. 7, inset).43 Moreover, the two
27612 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 27602–27614
hydrophilic chlorine atoms in a DCBQ molecule are effective to
suppress the desorption of DCBQ. These two factors are
essential for the long cycle lifetimes of porous carbon/DCBQ
hybrids as electrochemical capacitor electrodes.

The results obtained in this study offer insights into the
further enhancement of the volumetric capacitance and power
density while retaining long cycle lifetimes of electrochemical
capacitor electrodes, using quinone derivatives and appropriate
porous carbons. Mesopores or 3D-ordered and mutually con-
nected pores are effective for enhancing the volumetric capac-
itance and rate capability, and the ne dispersion of DCBQ
inside the pores of porous carbons enables a large contact area
between the conductive carbon surface and DCBQ molecules.
The densities of the porous carbons with abundant mesopore
volumes are lower than those of microporous carbons, and such
porous carbons have lower volumetric capacitances than
microporous carbons as EDLC electrodes.23 However, the
amount of the adsorbed DCBQ proportionally increases with
the total pore volumes, and the volumetric capacitances ob-
tained in this study by DCBQ adsorption reached 2.5 times
higher than those of the pristine porous carbons, which
compensates for the low density of mesoporous carbons. There
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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are many porous carbon candidates, such as hierarchical
porous carbons and ordered mesoporous carbons,36,44 which
can adsorb a large amount of DCBQ. They can, therefore, serve
as DCBQ host materials for obtaining high volumetric capaci-
tances. In particular, the pore structures of ordered mesoporous
carbons are expected to balance high volumetric capacitances
with high power densities by DCBQ-derived pseudocapacitance,
signicantly better than those of ZTC/DCBQ hybrids.
Conclusions

We demonstrated the synthesis, analysis, and electrochemical
measurement of the porous carbon/quinone derivative hybrids
using three kinds of porous carbons with different pore sizes
and structures. This method is not accompanied by the volu-
metric expansion of the electrodes in comparison with those
prepared from pristine porous carbons, and the adsorbed
DCBQ undergoes rapid redox reactions within the pores, thus
enhancing the volumetric capacitance. The volumetric capaci-
tance enhancement of the porous carbon/DCBQ hybrids
exhibited different electrochemical behaviors, depending on
the kind of pore sizes and structures of the porous carbons. We
revealed that the proton conduction was disturbed within the
DCBQ-constrained micropores; however, it was facilitated in
mesopores. In addition, 3D-ordered and mutually connected
micropores with a size of only 1.2 nm were found to be superior
to the mesopores of AC with sizes less than 4 nm, in terms of
balancing the high volumetric capacitance enhancement with
the high rate capability through the DCBQ-derived pseudoca-
pacitance. However, all the porous carbons saturated with
DCBQ had a detrimental effect on the compatibility between the
volumetric capacitance enhancement and rate capability. The
observed behavior of the proton conduction within the DCBQ-
constrained carbon pores can be explained only by the Grot-
thuss mechanism. This hybridization method is free from
organic solvents and solvent removal, and hydrophobic DCBQ
is useful for enhancing both the volumetric capacitance and
rate capability of aqueous electrochemical capacitors. These
experimental results provided new insights into porous carbon/
quinone derivative hybrids as aqueous electrochemical capac-
itor electrodes involving proton conduction. Our method will
facilitate the production of aqueous electrochemical capacitors
superior to those reported thus far, via the combination of many
other quinone derivatives and porous carbons with appropriate
pore structures and sizes.
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